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Foreword
Courage and Freedom
The writer and author Peter Schneider has been one of the most important intellectuals in the
Federal Republic of Germany for decades.
His most recent book, Thinking with the own Head (2020), which he himself describes as “a kind
of educative novel for my mind”, brings together essays from the past three decades. They deal with
historical turning points, his own mistakes and the abandonment of old certainties.
We have selected the concluding article, which shares the book’s title, for this brochure. It should
also be of interest to a Serbian audience, as it is an exemplary expression of the values that decisively determine the author’s world of thought and his numerous publicistic interventions:
It is about courage and freedom.
It is no coincidence that at the outset Schneider draws on the monumental definition of the
Enlightenment left to us by the most important German philosopher, Immanuel Kant, in 1784. He
described the Enlightenment as the “exit of man from his self-inflicted immaturity”. Of unbroken
topicality is his wake-up call from that time: “Have the courage to use your own intellect!” For Kant,
the freedom to “make public use of his reason in all his plays” was already a compulsory part of the
Enlightenment for society as a whole.
In his essay Schneider now points out that, in today’s democratic societies, the classical obstacles
to free thought have been constitutionally abolished, and freedom of opinion, as the basis of all
other democratic freedoms, is often anchored in the forefront of the constitution. However, this by
no means guarantees that these freedoms can be exercised. For in the “slipstream of guaranteed
freedom of opinion”, according to the author, new ‘opinion communities’ often emerge, which closely
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monitor deviations within their community and often try to prevent or even sanction them with different methods of pressure.
He thus describes a phenomenon that has already been investigated many times in the United
States of America as ‘groupthink’. Schneider knows this phenomenon from his own experience as
a contemporary witness of, and central actor in, the 1968 generation.
To this day, according to Schneider, it is one of the “great intellectual shocks” of his life, just as
thousands of people, including the most well-read and intelligent minds, joined one of the Mao
sects ‘voluntarily’ at the end of the ’68 anti-authoritarian movement, usually spending several years
of their lives there.
However, such attempts to capture one’s own mind, to evade and break with the group to which
one had long belonged, required great courage.
His description of this in his autobiography of 1968, Rebellion and Delusion. My ’68 (2008) is as
impressive as it is vivid. In an epilogue, he summarised his conclusion from these experiences as
follows:
“It is necessary – and will always be necessary and will require courage – to rebel against the
self-appointed leaders of the world and a cowardly or crazy authority. But it takes even more courage to stand up against the leaders in one’s own group and say: ’You’re crazy! You have gone mad!’
– when that is precisely the case.“
Michael Roick
Head of Western Balkans Office
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With whose head do you think, if not with your own?
(February 2020)
Immanuel Kant‘s call, “Have the courage to use your own mind!” does not sound particularly
stirring 235 years after its publication. Hasn’t the Enlightenment, since Kant’s wrote that, started a
triumphal march without equal in the Western world? Are there still significant minorities or majorities in the rest of the world who, despite all resistance to the Enlightenment, spurn its technical
achievements? And the Europeans, the de facto heirs of the Enlightenment, have they grown tired of
using their minds? Does that still require courage?
The answer would not be worth the effort if it were not for this one adjective – emphasised by
Kant himself – that stands out in the sentence: “Have the courage to use your own mind.” Why this
emphasis? Whose mind could I use if not my own? Would the shorter appeal: “Have the courage to
use your mind” not have been enough?
Apparently Kant was by no means convinced that the ‘mature citizen’ he encouraged instinctively
used his own mind when he made judgments and decisions. Which is why Kant explains the adjective, which is printed spaced out, in the second sentence of his text: “Immaturity is the inability to
use one’s own mind without the direction of another.”
To which other mind is Kant alluding here?
In the centuries before Kant, the probability was quite high that people did not use their own head
when they were thinking. Those in the Middle Ages who said that the sun revolved around the earth
only repeated what the church told them. And the punishments were severe if one contradicted this
opinion. The philosopher Giordano Bruno was burned at the stake on the Campo di Fiori on 17
February 1600 on the orders of the Governor of Rome because of his views on the infinity of the
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Universe. The Florentine scholar Galileo Galilei, who a generation later proved Copernicus’ theory
that the earth revolved around the sun, was induced by the threats of the Inquisition to revoke his
findings. Just by the way: how long did it actually take the Vatican to rehabilitate these two pioneers?
In the case of Galileo Galilei until 31 October 1992, in the case of Giordano Bruno until 12 March
2000.
If the predominance of the Catholic Church over thought had not been broken by the Enlightenment
and the victory of democracy, the insights of the two free spirits mentioned above might still be on
the index. It only remains to add that not only these, but most scientific findings – including Darwin’s
theory of evolution – are still suppressed today in countries where religion seeks to dominate thinking, for example in the particularly pious states of the USA, which are loyal to the particularly pious
candidate Donald Trump.
Thanks to the generous Censorship Edict of Frederick II (1772), Immanuel Kant had little to fear
from either the State or the Church for the time being. Thus he sees the most important reasons for
the continuing immaturity of a large part of the people in their laziness and cowardice. “If I have a
book that reasons for me, a pastor who acts as my conscience, a physician who determines my diet
for me, etc., then I need not make any effort for myself.” In naming these obstacles to thinking with
one’s own mind, Kant obviously does not aim at external prohibitions and threats of punishment,
but at the comfort of the individual, which prevents him from “working his way out of the immaturity
that has almost become his own nature”. In the end, as Kant promises, a “true reform in ways of
thinking” requires nothing more than “freedom, namely the most harmless amongst all what may
be called freedom: to make public use of one’s mind in all matters”.
Kant does not speak of censorship and did not experience it with his prize-winning answer to the
question “What is Enlightenment?”
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Only the totalitarian systems of rule of Nazi fascism and Stalinism managed to produce instruments for the repression of free thought which were incomparably more effective than the State
and Church Inquisitions in the Middle Ages and the late Baroque. It was during and after this period
that the most magnificent works against the suppression of free thought were produced: Czesław
Miłosz: The Captive Mind; Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn: The Gulag Archipelago; Hannah Arendt: The
Origins of Totalitarianism; George Orwell: 1984; Aldous Huxley: Brave New World; Eugen Kogon:
The SS-State – to name but a few.
The current Chinese surveillance system, called the ‘social credit system’, seems to be characterised by the fact that it promises the most complete surveillance of citizens to date, without any
physical threats. It is achieved through an electronically controlled points system, which records
every deviation of the citizen from mandated behaviour – negative remarks about the party, violation of traffic rules, neglect of parents, disregard for waste regulations – with minus points. According
to the balance sheet, the citizen is then deprived of social benefits – e.g. the entitlement to tickets
for fast trains, to a child’s place in nursery school close to home, to a new flat.
In democratic societies, the classic obstacles to free thought are abolished by their constitutions.
It is no coincidence that most Western constitutions guarantee freedom of expression in Article 1,
because this right is the basis of all other democratic freedoms. It is only thanks to freedom of expression that socially, economically and culturally undesirable developments can be identified and
corrected. It is precisely this possibility to recognise and correct mistakes that places democracy
ahead of all other forms of government.
But how does the individual citizen actually know that he is in fact using his own mind when he
is forming an opinion in a free society? What makes him sure that he will not be guided by another
mind? Open your eyes, open your ears, says Bob Dylan, and you are already influenced! In a
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networked world, am I even able to use my mind without someone else offering or imposing their
help? Should I therefore only hold opinions that I have reached in monastic seclusion?
No, Kant did not mean such nonsense with his appeal to “one’s own mind”. Obviously, he assumes that every citizen shares the ability to use his own mind with every other citizen and can
therefore communicate with him sensibly. In fact, almost all of humanity’s knowledge and inventions prove to be the result of cooperation between many actors. In no way does Kant want to talk
us out of joining the opinion, advice or project of someone else, assuming that this other person is
using his own mind.
I can check whether the other person is doing this by asking: on what observations or facts the
other person bases his opinion, his advice or his project. Has he described the facts correctly? Has
he drawn the right conclusions from his description of the facts?
Let’s take the following sentence as an example: “Meanwhile, there is a dictatorship of opinion in
the FRG.”
Examining this sentence in the context of New Year’s Eve 2017 in Cologne will produce the following results: yes, there is clear evidence that the authorities and some media reported the massive
sexual assaults on New Year’s Eve in Cologne belatedly and in clearly trivialised terms. But after
public criticism, the concealed facts came to light. And there can be no talk of a dictatorship simply
because a dictatorship implies the government’s right of access to reporting; there can be no question of that. So I can safely call the opinion quoted above nonsense.
Immanuel Kant had great confidence in the process of mutual enlightenment. In his eyes, it was
“almost inevitable” that an audience would “enlighten themselves, if only they were given the
freedom”.
One question that Kant did not examine is how opinions establish themselves in the life of an
individual or group. Why do clearly false opinions or rumours last so long, even though they have
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long since been refuted? How often is the question of whether a sentence is true or not even in
debate? Could it be that in the slipstream of guaranteed freedom of opinion, something like opinion
communities are being created which – without any Government or Church coercive measures at
their disposal – achieve an almost spooky unanimity among their supporters? And this despite the
fact that every sentence that this opinion community utters is actually wrong, even downright
crazy?
One of the great intellectual shocks of my life remains the experience that thousands of members
of my generation, including the most literate and intelligent minds, ‘voluntarily’ joined one of three
Mao sects at the end of the anti-authoritarian movement. Bright young people, who could quote
half the essays of Wilhelm Reich, Theodor W. Adorno and Walter Benjamin by heart, suddenly recited
the literarily unattractive memoirs of Vladimir Lenin and Mao Tse-tung. Although a few months
earlier they had conspired against bourgeois marriage, against wearing suits and white shirts, they
suddenly discovered the beauties of ‘proletarian discipline’, went to the barber, had their necks
shaved, polished their shoes, wore trousers with creases, and married in order to be recognised by
the ‘working class’ they wanted to lead to revolution. In this outfit they appeared at half past six in
the morning at the factory gates with their leaflets. You have to imagine it: thousands of clever
minds seriously convinced themselves at the time that a worldwide Maoist revolution could, and
must, emanate from Germany of all places, one that would rid the world of twin evils at the same
time – American imperialism and the no less despicable Soviet revisionism.
Why am I talking about clever heads here? Many of them have had amazing careers since their
parties disbanded in the early 1980s: as politicians, journalists and writers. All of them had served
faithfully in these cadre parties not for a few weeks or months, but generally for eight years. How
could such an aberration have occurred? How could thousands of academics give up their minds
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over such a long period of time? Self-inflicted immaturity, Immanuel Kant would say, voluntary surrender of one’s own mind to a new guardian!
In American debates another term for the phenomenon described here has become established,
that a group commits itself to conformist thinking and action – and possibly also to murderous
thinking and action – without any external coercion. The term is ‘groupthink’ and goes back to the
American historian Christopher Browning and his study “Ordinary Men”. In this study, Browning investigates the behaviour of a Hamburg reserve police unit in Poland in 1942. Although they had
been assured by their commander, Major Trapp, that refusal to obey orders would go unpunished,
the vast majority of the policemen obeyed the order to shoot all Jews, mainly women and children.
Browning explains this obedience mainly by the fact that for the many who followed the barbaric
order, belonging to their group was more important than the appeal of their personal conscience.
Most Americans who use the term ‘groupthink’ today no longer think of the terrible example from
which the term is derived. It is quite simply obvious that the phenomenon ‘groupthink’ describes a
reality especially in the age of the Internet. And it is strange that the English expression is hardly
known in German and that the German translation ‘Gruppendenken’ appears dull and has not gained
any political significance.
Unfortunately, the prominent and talented ex-members of the K-groups have not found the time
and courage to describe the compulsions and seductions that led them as budding academics to
submit to the Maoist group goals. The exception remains Gerd Koenen with his book The Red
Decade. But even he did not succeed in breaking away from his party on his own initiative. After all,
he had gone so far, he concluded, in answer to my question, that he was thrown out of the party before it dissolved itself.
But this memorable aberration of a part of my generation was a shock to me mainly because I
was myself involved in the creation of the K-groups. In spring 1968 I was expelled from Trento in Italy
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as an ‘undesirable person’. I had earned this epithet through my work in a section of the Trento student movement grouped around Mauro Rostagno, who was later murdered by the Mafia, and through
my visits to Rudi Dutschke, who was recovering from the effects of an assassination attempt in the
villa of Hans Werner Henze near Rome. Ennobled by my expulsion, I presented my experiences and
insights into the work in Italian companies at a conference of former SDS cadres in Berlin. At that
time the KPD/AO (the Communist Party of Germany/Pre-Party Formation) was in the process of
being formed. After my speech some of the founders offered me the position of editor-in-chief of the
planned newspaper Red Press Conference.
At that time, there was very little separating me from the ideas of the party founders, to the extent
that they were recognisable by then. (I have talked about this aberration in the book Rebellion and
Delusion and in several articles). But what prevented me from accepting the offer was a gut feeling.
I looked into the determined faces of the future Central Committee of the party – all comrades I had
known more or less well for years – and some instinct, not my intellect, told me: you don’t want to
spend the next five years of your life with these people!
Others, who did not hear anything from their gut or did not give it a voice, then in many cases
stayed with it for eight years.
The most important prerequisite for the case of self-abandonment outlined here is probably that
one already belongs to a group of more or less like-minded people – in this case, a community of
young people committed to a revolutionary change in society. A failed love, a painful private loss,
reduces one’s sense of reality and increases receptivity to the groupthink. The reward for giving up
one’s mind is a sense of being chosen and belonging to an elite working for the liberation of
humanity.
How strong the forces of groupthink are can be seen in the case of a member who suddenly stops
playing along. Not only does the group threaten the apostate – the traitor, the renegade, the convert,
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the counter-revolutionary scum! – with severe ideological punishments: the strongest leverage is the
threat of expulsion from the ‘family’. The further the group has already distanced itself from reality,
the more the dissident feels his isolation after the break-up. Suddenly he finds himself deprived of his
friends, indeed of all social ties and tasks.
That is why breaking with one’s own political family – and the risk of expulsion – requires far more
courage from the individual than the act of agreeing to even the most radical group consensus.
Admittedly, I have chosen here an extreme and historically rather insignificant example of selfinflicted immaturity. But it has been shown that even privileged groups, although necessarily vaccinated against it through education, talent and their access to information, have a tendency to fatal
unanimity. I have already mentioned one such case in this book (see the essay “9 November, viewed
from 10 000 km away”): the fact that hardly any left-wing or liberal intellectual on either side of the
Wall was in favour of reunification. How could such a consensus have been reached among people
who placed great importance on their intellectual independence? The reasons given at the time do
not stand up to closer examination. A further, only half-hearted reason given by GDR intellectuals was
probably the suspicion that a unification of the two German states would lead to the end of the beloved and hated GDR – which is what then happened.
All the more grotesque, then, do I find the mental contortions still practised today to defend the
GDR against terms such as ‘dictatorship’ or ‘illegitimate state’ (Unrechtsstaat). Of course the dictatorships of Nazi fascism and the GDR are different, although these differences only become apparent
when the two dictatorships are compared, rather than the GDR being excluded from the
comparison.
After 30 years, with the errors of reunification before everyone’s eyes, the rejection of reunification
has taken on a romantic glow. Suddenly it no longer appears as an example of a quite astonishing
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groupthink, but rather as prophetic. In this defence of honour, however, the following is concealed: the
opportunity for reunification, missed at the time, would only have come again on Saint Never’s Day.
The most spectacular case of building a false consensus was the conviction across all the media
in the US that war against Saddam Hussein was inevitable. This view prevailed in the world’s largest
democracy, which was equipped with the best reporters, the fastest media, the most extensive archives and the best-informed intelligence services. Not just George W. Bush and his ministers, but
also unsuspicious, even honourable newspapers such as the New York Times and the Washington
Post swore to their readers that there was no other choice but to attack Iraq to destroy Saddam
Hussein’s weapons of mass destruction. Hillary Clinton, Joe Biden and many other Democrats also
considered this war inevitable.
It is now known that Saddam Hussein did not possess such weapons. And apparently hardly any
American expert could imagine that an Arab dictator would rather risk invasion by the world’s strongest army than tolerate UN inspectors in his country and then stand there naked in front of his
neighbours – as a liar whose weapons of mass destruction did not even exist.
After the war, the major American newspapers apologised to their readers – and many politicians
to their voters – for their misjudgements and errors, the consequences of which include the emergence of IS and the waves of refugees from the Middle East that have continued to this day. But there
is still no explanation for how the fairy tale of Saddam Hussein’s weapons of mass destruction could
have captivated almost the entire US public, including the liberal public.
What controls on democratic public opinion have failed here? How could it happen that a man of
integrity like Secretary of Defence Colin Powell misled himself and the world public by showing 3D
graphics to the UN Security Council? At that moment, it was as if the American elite had decided to
hand over control of their decisions to a self-created evil guardian.
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The examples given show that Kant’s recommendation to use one’s own mind is associated with
a high risk. No sooner have the old guardians been chased away than new ones come forward eager
to take over your mind.
Every day, every hour, every second, there are all kinds of groups – parties, citizens’ initiatives,
NGOs, platforms – trying to convince you to support their ‘urgent matter’. And since you – left alone
with your own mind – can do little or nothing, you are inclined to join this, that or the other group.
There is no reason to object to that – provided that you used your own mind when you decided to join
this, that or the other group. After all, it is a proven fact that effective interference in public affairs
depends on the cooperation of as many rational citizens as possible.
The only problem is that almost every group you meet on the internet charges you some kind of
entrance fee – a piece of your mind, so to speak. The piece of your mind that you have given will be
returned to you on demand, but only if you have not forgotten that you are missing it.
Many initiatives that you actually like use a new language and often a new way of writing in their
invitations and advertisements. Only in the case of the completely clueless does the word
‘BundeskanzlerIn’ (male or female Chancellor) evoke the reflex to replace the upper case I in the last
syllable with a lower case i. When asked, it turns out that this and other newly used signs such as the
asterisk, the slash and the underscore serve a project for humanity: the equality of men and women
in language. The objection that grammatical gender has little to do with biological gender does not
lead to any relaxation in this dispute. The question why the term ‘Geflüchteter’ (fugitive) is preferable
to the word ‘Flüchtling’ (refugee) only triggers another lecture: whether you have not noticed that
words ending in ‘ling’ have a pejorative connotation, such as ‘Schönling’ (pretty boy), ‘Lüstling’ (voluptuary). But what about words like ‘Frühling’ (spring), ‘Liebling’ (darling), ‘Jüngling’ (youngster) you ask?
And what’s with all this insisting upon it anyway? Actually, the group just wanted to inform you that
the Chancellor has announced her appearance at a public meeting with refugees – excuse me: with
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‘fugitives’. Where does the group get the idea of asking you to agree to its gender orthography and
new speech as an entrance fee for the event, so to speak?
Another issue: in the left and also the liberal milieu, it has become an established habit to call political opponents from the right neo-Nazis, or at least fascists. Do you have to adopt this habit if you
want to fight the AfD? You don’t have the slightest doubt that some fascists and neo-Nazis do indeed
roam the AfD, but who does it serve if you put all their voters, supporters and sympathisers in this
category? A court recently decided that Björn Höcke can be called a fascist. Fair enough, “but who
benefits from that?” asked Malte Lehming in the Tagesspiegel. If Björn Höcke is the new Hitler or
Goebbels, then some of Björn Höcke’s characteristics must have been visible in Hitler or Goebbels!
The inflammatory use of such comparisons easily leads to the trivialisation of the past invoked.
One can criticise a small-minded right-wing extremist like Höcke sharply, even destructively, without
demonising him.
Shortly before Christmas 2014, I attended one of the first demonstrations of Patriotic Europeans
Against the Islamisation of the Occident (Pegida) together with Monika Maron (see the report “Visit
to Pegida”), at a time when the huge influx of refugees in autumn 2015 still lay ahead for the Federal
Republic of Germany. At the time, I warned against dismissing Pegida’s followers as racists, rightwing extremists and Nazis, and I stand by my position. And yet I probably underestimated the allure
of the xenophobic core of these events. For the public, who were perhaps still politically open at the
time, never took the opportunity to distance themselves from the demagogic announcements of the
agitators.
The ideological entrance fee that the AfD demands from its sympathisers amounts to the adoption of a conspiracy theory consisting of the constructs of ‘population exchange’, ‘Islamic alienation’
and ‘death of the nation’ (Volkstod). In the remarks of the wing’s leader Björn Höcke, promises such
as ‘self-improvement’ and ‘self-development of the people’ are expanded: “In order to become a
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full-fledged … people again as Germans, we need … a political elite which awakens our national
spirits”.
Which national spirits might Höcke have in mind? Are peoples even endowed with a national spirit?
And what distinguishes a “full-fledged people”? What distinguishes an inferior people? In the midst of
this Björn Höcke suddenly allows himself a seemingly foreigner-friendly thought. With the “millionfold invasion of foreigners”, he raves, both migrants and Europeans are being “robbed of their human
dignity”: one might “lose one’s homeland not only through expulsion or flight, but also in one’s own
country through mass immigration and foreign infiltration …” And now the conclusion: “If we want to
see fewer women wearing burkas in our streets and squares, depriving these women of their dress
code is the wrong approach; we should think about reducing the number of Muslims living here.”
Höcke does not explain in a word how he wants to put the project of “reducing the number of Muslims
living here” into practice.
The best way to recognise a false promise, a lie, political kitsch, is and always will be to question
the factual basis of a statement. It is a fatal sign that the latest Pisa study shows that only one in ten
15-year-old Europeans can reliably distinguish a fact from an opinion or mere assertion. After all, the
most effective way of interfering with thinking with one’s own head is through social media. More
than any other invention of the digital age, they secure people to groupthink and handing over their
own intellectual responsibility to the group. Yet – and this was the reason for the euphoria of the early
years – the exact opposite could be the case. No other medium offers the user such a variety of
orientations and the possibility to check their truthfulness like the World Wide Web. Anyone who
wants to can use it to find out about groups and also join groups which have completely different
opinions to their own.
The not-so-big surprise is that few users are curious enough to take the trouble to visit the platforms of these other groups. To use Kant’s words, the Internet’s giant playground is a million-fold
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return under the yoke of immaturity. One is content with the information that strengthens one’s own
opinion and leaves the others, which might shake it, to the left or right. In the end, the need to belong
to a group, to the ‘family’, triumphs over curiosity and the urge to know. Sentences are no longer
checked for whether they are true or false; they are perceived as a sign of belonging to a group, to my
group. Either you belong to the climate deniers or to the climate hysterics, to the Greta pious or to the
Greta haters, to the meat deniers or to the meat worshippers, to the headscarf opponents or to the
headscarf defenders – the main thing is that you belong to a group – and to the ‘right’ one! And then
you adopt their judgement of the opposing group.
Is it any of your business that above and below your net family millions of calls for murder, violence
and rape go through the net every day? You don’t want to repeat the arguments of social media explaining why they are unable to cope with the flood of hate mail; do you know the assertions of the
public prosecutors insisting that they can accuse but not prosecute such crimes? Can it be that the
citizens of the liberal democracies of the West are paying a high, far too high, price for granting anonymity to every anti-Semitic and racist agitator, every misanthropist and every hooligan on the net?
A society that does not summon up all its forces to stop these attacks on civil society lacks the instinct for danger and probably also the will to survive.
In view of the new human task of saving the earth from the threat of overheating, the temptations
of radical simplification and groupthinks will multiply. “It is about saving the planet!” – Such a slogan,
which now sounds almost serious, has never been used before. And one can be sure that saviours of
all sorts will use their wits to solve this task and more often than not will lose them.
Once again: based on your own intellect alone, you will not do much by way of “saving the planet”.
You need cooperation – reliable staff, scientifically competent experts, merciless doubters and critics
and, I don’t hesitate to say it: a few geniuses in the vicinity. But unfortunately, in spite of all that prudence you can be terribly mistaken in choosing the group you trust. Perhaps your super-smart friends
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will agree on a course of action that will speed up rather than prevent the catastrophe. And suddenly,
despite all the oaths of absolute openness you have taken beforehand, they forbid you to reveal your
arguments; perhaps they put you under pressure, slander you and even threaten your life.
It is precisely in this case, in which you are completely self-absorbed, that you need the courage
of which Kant speaks in the first paragraph of his text. You need a great deal of courage, more courage than you needed to free yourself from your “self-inflicted immaturity”; more courage than you
needed to use your own mind for the first time. You need a second courage to rebel against the
conviction of your best friends. And you cannot even be sure that you are not the one who is terribly
wrong.
What is certain is that your and all our minds – this ‘nature’s dowry’ so passionately defended by
Kant – are the only instruments in the universe capable of showing us a way to survive.
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The book
Peter Schneider was one of the most important figures of the 1968 movement. His novel Lenz
became a cult book at that time. Throughout his intellectual life he has taken a critical stance on
politics and current affairs and never shied away from cleaning up his own mistakes. The essays
from the last 30 years, collected here for the first time, and his current notes show him as a great
stylist and intrepid diagnostician. The volume documents his reflection on the historic turning points
that have forced him to abandon some of his old certainties – turning points such as the fall of the
Wall, the wars in Bosnia and Kosovo, Islamic fundamentalism and the refugee crisis. He is guided
by the question of the extent to which self-determined thinking is still possible in an arena dominated
by groupthink and moral narcissism. The verve, ingenuity and wit with which Schneider makes
room for thinking with one’s own head in this book make it a great pleasure to read.
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